1993 f250 4x4

A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded,
salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years,
CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped
millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly
hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Make Ford. Model F 4x4. Model F Has glow plug
issue but will start with staring fluid or block heater assit. Has an All aluminum stake bed with
headache rack attached. It also has a fifth wheel ball in the bed for pulling a horse trailer etc
Dual diesel tanks great tires lock in lock out hubs and 4 wheel drive needs right front universal
but still works has new brakes and lines on it. Its and automatic transmission. You will have to
tow it once its purchased. The items on the bed and the hitch ball do not go with the truck. We
are pretty firm on our price. Thanks for viewing. Manual hubs. Automatic transmission. A real
nice truck. As far as I know it's the original paint. It still looks pretty nice, does have a couple
dings and scratches. The Ford emblem is missing from the tailgate as well as a small dent
where is was, backed into my mailbox, didn't hurt how it opens. I've owned the truck for 12
years. It was just as you see it when I bought it. Very well maintained. I put a new exhaust on
about a year ago. New headers as well. It runs strong, no oil leaks, I had the front end rebuilt a
couple years ago, very solid Front seat is starting to split in the driver seat area, not too bad..
It's never had a fifth wheel or plate in the bed. The bed is lined from Diamond lining. No dents in
bed or tailgate. Stainless bed rails. Tires are still pretty good. It's got a 6 inch lift.. Very heavy
duty. It's not a show truck I bought this truck from owner since It was his first truck. See pics
above from his write up. This truck is super stout and been upgraded with many things that
make it a pleasure to drive. It is however 23 years old an the paint and body has some battle
scars and lost its battle to the sun on the hood. Its a 20 footer with shiny paint on the sides.
Appears to me to be original paint but I'm not an expert just my opinion. Been in California and
deep south it whole life so hasn't been exposed to the salt roads. It does have a few blisters
under the paint here and there. I have a picture showing one spot. Truck starts and runs perfect
even on cold mornings. Glow plugs about a year old. Two interstate batteries! Interior is very
clean especially for its age. Honestly can't think of anything that doesn't work as it should.
Truck is listed on atl. Appears to me original windshield and its super nice with ford insignia in
lower center.!! Feel free to come see it,drive it smell it!! Warranty included on all vehicles except
wholesale!! Credit Problems are no problem! Accepting all trade-ins including boats, campers,
classic cars, commercial vehicles and more! Contact Chris Swanson for more information.
Peace of mind. Price does not include tax, registration fees and conveyance fee. Richard
Chevrolet has been family owned and operated for over 39 years and is one of the largest
dealerships in New England. See dealer for details. Included in this auction is one Ford F Right
passenger window is non-op. Rear bumper has been replaced with a different ford series
bumper. See photos. Left drivers seat does not inflate or deflate. Moldings have been removed
from exterior. Paint is peeling on roof and hood. Power door lock only works from passenger
door. Needs some TLC but still runs great. Extended cab. Long bed. Save your money on
Autocheck, VIN scan shows 2 owners and no accidents. Contact me for a real quote, I have
wholesale nationwide shipping and am happy to help. The story: You guys back east in rusty
crusty country keep asking me for more clean, rust free, square body Fords, well here's a sweet
4WD rig and there will be more. This truck starts, runs, drives, shifts and stops excellent in

every way. The interior is absolutely immaculate, it was extremely well taken care of. If you're
seeking an old school, rust free, 7. Drive train and options: Has very strong running 7. Though
in excellent condition, this is a used 23 year old truck and there are some "to be expected"
imperfections. There is damage to the material on the driver's seat see photos There is a couple
cracks in the driver door plastic cover, a common old Ford issue see photos There are a couple
of dings in the front bumper see photos There are places on both sun visors that have
separated from UV exposure see photos There is some damage to the window tint, bubbling
and scratches from ageThe plastic aftermarket plastic bug guard is broken on one end, these
are cheap and easy to replace see photos There are a couple dings in the tailgate face see
photos a small star in the windshield, some scuffs and scratches as you would expect on a
truck of this age. I am happy to provide more pictures of anything you would like to see up
close as time allows. Please call me with questions or offers. I'm not some slick haired,
polyester clad car salesman. I'm 47yrs old, jeans, boots, t-shirt, down to earth, plain talk, have a
family, self employed, work for a living kind of a guy, I won't B. Good buying experienced.
Thank you! Description was very accurate. Handles any issues and is eager to help. His
shipping expertise was extremely helpful! Great communication. Honest seller. Highly
recommended! Great to deal with! Would do business with again! I hope to deal with him again!
Received the day after I paid for it miles away! Jim is as honest as they come! Great Guy! Will
be back! Very solid buy. Thanks again!!! Good deal and he made the transaction and shipping
easy! No detail left unattended! Great people to work with. Thank you. Would gladly
recommend, look forward to doing more business. Thanks - Dodge Cummins Very helpful. The
easiest purchase of a vehicle I ever had. Save your money on Autocheck, VIN scan shows 3
owners and no accidents. The story: This truck had an overhead camper mounted on it, was
elderly owned, babied, garaged and rarely ever driven. The previous owner got sick and sold it
to his best friend before he passed away. The friend kept this truck the same way, garaged,
maintained, etc. Recently he discovered that with the big camper towing a trailer carrying 4
quads he needed more pulling power for high mountain Colorado passes and traded it in to us
on a late model Duramax. This truck is a time machine, it is as pretty in person as the photos, it
runs and drives like a new truck. I get compliments every time I get out of this rig, thumbs up on
the road, guys walk up and talk about the trucks they had back in the day when they were new.
If you are seeking an old school big block Ford 4X4 truck that has never been used hard or
abused, this is the truck. New Air Lift air bags in a rear, fresh alignment and a new water pump.
This truck is what it appears to be, an original rust free please see photos underneath cream
puff, has amazing original paint, everything works as it should, it runs and drives excellent in
every way and is what you would expect with these miles in this condition. Jim 6O2 O Though in
excellent condition, this is a used 22year old truck and there are some "to be expected"
imperfections. The one real flaw inside this truck is the drivers seat. Although this is a non
smoking truck I'm hyper allergic, I would know someone dropped a cherry between their legs at
some point and burnt a couple places dead center on the drivers bottom seat cushion and a
little place on the carpet see photos I am trying to find some original correct factory cloth. There
is a scratch on the tailgate trim, a ding on the upper driver's side bed corner and small piece of
the plastic trim on the tailgate is broken. There are scratches in the bed floor paint its a truck a
small puncture in the floor of the bed and the lenses on the little license plate lights have
disintegrated with age see photos Please call me with questions or offers. Jim cell 6O2 O Below
is some of my seller feedback on a wide variety of vehicles As advertised. Please contact me to
figure out what will work best for both of us. Shipping: I ship trucks all over the world and have
the ability to arrange wholesale shipping anywhere in the USA at your expense. I am more than
happy to pick you up at the Farmington NM or Durango CO airport if you choose to fly in and
drive this truck home. This truck is for sale locally and I reserve the right to end this auction at
anytime without warning. I'm a small family owned business with a stellar reputation. I firmly
believe that customer service and communication is key, my feedback and huge volume of
repeat business proves it again and again. I am always available, my cell is This Truck is in very
good shape for its age. The body is not perfect but the engine and transmission are very good.
The interior is very good condition and very clean for its age. These trucks are very hard to find
that are still in this good of shape and running this good. This is a great opportunity to get
Fords best diesel engine at an awesome price! Thank you for choosing Direct! Call or email and
we'll be happy to do a complete walk around the vehicle with you OR make a video of the
vehicle to your specifications. Call Equipped with power options, AC, cruise control, tow
package, nice matching canopy, dual tanks, good tires and much more. This truck can do it!
Bucket, cloth seats, great around town truck or great hunting truck. Listing by Auction Width:
Contact Thank you for looking at our great selection of light duty commercial trucks and vans!
From time to time we also list unique trade in's also!! Jacksonville Truck Center is a family

owned business in good standing since and we were the "Florida Quality Dealer" for and
"National Quality Dealer Nominee" for !! We take great pride in our vehicles we list!! Every truck,
car, and van has been mechanically inspected by an ASE Certified Tech and any and all safety
and mechanical issues are addressed!! If we wouldn't drive or use it, we are not going to sell it!!
We understand that our vehicles will represent your business and that you need them right to
get the job done!! Please understand that these are pre-owned commercial vehicles and may
have some minor cosmetic scratches or dings you cannot see in the photos! We will be happy
to provide specific pictures for you!! We also will be happy to "walk the vehicle for you" over
the phone or email!! Our cel phones are:Robert and Jason: We look forward to and are honored
to earn your business!! Our secure online application form is easy to complete, all you need are
a few personal and employment details. Click here to get started. Email SellerEmail to
FriendComplete and submit the form below to send a message to our dedicated sales team.
Preferred Method:PhoneEmailMessage:Complete and submit the form below to send a link and
your message to a friend. This truck is fully serviced, detailed and ready to go to work for you
today. Call Robert today with any and all questions. Our banks are offering the best commercial
rates. Call or come on in today and let us help you get on the road today!!!! Please do not bid if
you're not seriously interested or financially able to purchase this vehicle. Please read eBay's
User AgreementJacksonville Truck Center reserves the right to, Obtain and verify the registered
information of all users who bid on this auction. Cancel any and all bids at our discretion, or
end the auction early if necessary. Bidders Age: You must be 18 years of age or older to Bid.
Special eBay Bid Retraction Rules: Please read eBay's "Retracting a Bid" If you place a bid
before the last hour period of the auction: You may retract that bid before that last hour period
but only for exceptional circumstances. You will not be allowed to retract that bid during the last
hour period of the auction. If you place a bid during the last hour period of the auction: You will
be allowed to retract the bid for exceptional circumstances but only if you do so within one hour
after placing the bid. Buyers Inspection: Jacksonville Truck Center has done our best to
disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Jacksonville Truck Center
welcomes a buyers inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure you
inspect the vehicle prior to the auction ending. Inspection fees if any are Buyers responsibility.
Representations and Warranties made by seller: This vehicle is being sold "as is".
Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. Extended warranty may be available, e-mail or phone
Robert at for details. No representations or warranties are made by seller, nor are any
representations or warranties relied upon by bidders in making bids. Taxes and Registration
fees: Out of state buyers are responsible for all state, county, city taxes and fees, as well as title
service fees in the state that the vehicle will be registered. All taxes and fees must be paid in full
in order for vehicle to be titled and registered. Title Information: Vehicles titles may be held by
banks or lenders as collateral for loans. In many cases there is a delay in receiving the original
instruments up to 21 days from the time we pay a vehicle off. While we usually have all titles in
our possession at closing, there are occasions where we may be waiting for them to arrive. If
payment is made by cashier's or personal checks we will hold all titles for 10 days or until funds
have cleared. Jacksonville Truck Center will help with shipping arrangements but will not be
responsible in any way for claims arising from shipping damage! We assume no responsibility
for damages incurred after the vehicle leaves our showroom. All shipping arrangements are
provided by Jacksonville Truck Center as a courtesy. We are not affiliated with any carrier. Any
claims or other communication regarding shipment of vehicles will be between you and the
shipper, not with Jacksonville Truck Center. The amount of time it takes for delivery is
dependent on the carrier, but is generally days from the date the vehicle is picked up from our
facility until it is delivered to your destination. Verify with the shipper for an Estimate Time of
Arrival to be sure. Finalizing your Purchase: Jacksonville Truck Center will contact the
successful high bidder by e-mail after the auction closes. Successful high bidder MUST
communicate with Robert at Jacksonville Truck Center by e-mail or phone within 24 hours of
the auction ending to make arrangements to complete their transaction. If we cannot confirm
your intention to buy or the sale is not completed within 5 days, we reserve the right to relist
this vehicle or sell to any other qualified buyer. Within 72 hours of bid closing, Buyer must send
balance of funds by bank wire transfer, cash in person, bank certified funds to Seller.
Furthermore, before said vehicle is released for shipment to Buyer, all other Sale related and
title relat
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The purchaser or prospective purchaser should verify with the Seller the accuracy of all the
information listed within this ad. Selling a Vehicle? Create Professional Listings Fast and Easy.
Click Here! Image Hosting and Counters by: Auction With shiftable automatic transmission for
additional towing capabilities with comfortable vinyl seating, for 6, rubber all weather floor mat,
bed liner, heavy duty tow package and all season tires. Bakersfield, CA. Oregon City, OR.
Monroeville, PA. Sacramento, CA. Fitzwilliam, NH. Chester Twp, NJ. Alert Successfully Created.
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